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0. Introduction 
The notion of an algebraic category (i.e., a category which is fully embeddable 
into a category of algebras) was introduced by lsbell 141. At the first Prague Topolo- 
gical Symposium in 1961, he (having proved before that the category of compact 
spaces is algebraic if there is no measurable cardinal - see [ 5) ) put the problem 
whether the category of all topological spaces is algebraic. This was solved positively 
in 12) under a weaker condition (M) requirdrig that there are not too many measur- 
able cardinals (see 1.7. below; the absence of measurable ca.rdinals means that al- 
ready Ho can be takeu for 9). and was communicated at the second Prague Topolo- 
gical Symposium in 1966. 
In a series of papers. it was further proved that, roughly speaking, every in a sense 
constructible category is algebraic under (M) (see e.g. [7 j). Finally, in 1969, Kurers 
and Hedrlin proved, again under (M), that every concrete category is algebraic. (The 
theorem was communicated in [ I]). 
Thus the problem of algebraicity of categories concentrated to the question: Is 
the assumption (M) necxxsary? In the present paper we are going to show that it is. 
We shall prove that under non(M) e.g. the following categories are no more dgebraic: 
the dual to the category of all sets and mappings, 
the category of complete Boolean algebras and complet8e homomorphisr,ls, 
the category of compact Hausdorff spaces and continuous mappings, 
the dual to the category of abelian groups. 
Let us remark that the result on compact spaces gives a complete answer to the 
mentioned Isbell’s problem: 
The category of topological spaces is algebraic if and only if the category of com- 
pact spaces is (i.e., iff (M)). On the other hand, they do dif’fer with respect to alge- 
braicity -_ under non(M) neither the category of topological spaces nor its dual is al- 
gebraic, while the dual to the category of compact spaces i.s algebraic. 
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Further. let us mention that the last of the listed categories. ACOP, is abclian, so 
that it gives an example of a non-algebraic abelian category (consequently. it is an 
abclian category which is fully embcddable into no category of modules). 
The paper is divided into five sections. In Section 1, necessary detinitions and 
easy lemmas are given; in Section 2, the notion of F-measure is defined and an ex- 
istence theorem is proved. Based on this. a proof of the non-algebraicity of SetOP is 
given in Section 3. Section 4 deals with topological categories, and, finally. Section 
5 with the dual to the category of abelian groups. 
The results on SePP and on the category of compact spaces have been communi- 
cared at the third Prague Topological Symposium (September I97 I ). 
I. Preliminaries I 
1.1. We work in Ciidel Bernays set theory. The ordinals (in particular, natural num- 
bers) are the sets of all smaller ordinals. A cardinal is an ordinal which is equivalent 
to no smaller one. The cardinality of a set X is denoted by card X. The set of all sub- 
sets of X is denoted by P(X). 
1.2. Speaking of natural numbers as topological spaces. we understand them endowed 
by discrete topologies. Ii’X is a set. speaking on P(X) as a topological space, we en- 
dowe it by rhe compact Hausdorff topology induced by the natural etluivalenl:e of 
RX, wth 2”. 
1.3. The category of ,111 sets and mappings is denoted by Ser. the category of corn- 
pact Hausdorff spaces and continuous mappings by Comp, its full subcategory ge- 
nerated by the O-dimensional spaces by CompO. The symbols AC. CAG respectively 
designate the category of abelian groups and of homomorphisms (clxnpxr Haus- 
dorff abelian groups and continuous homomorphisms, respectively). 
1.4. Covariant and contravariant functors from Set into Set are tailed set functors. 
P’ is the contravariant set functot defined by 
P--(X) = Pm P’Cf)(A ) = /- ’ (A ). 
1.S. The mappings Y-(j-) are obviously continuous with respect to the topologies 
from 1.2. Thus P- induces a functor SetOP 4 Camp. which we shall also denote by 
P-. 
1.6. Definition. A (two-valued) a-ddiriw rmusure p is a mapping of RX) onto 2 
such that 
;ir every disjoint A CP(X) with card A < ~1. [Equivalently, it may be viewed upon as 
an ultrafilter F on X, closed under intersections of families A C F with card A < a 
(obvious translation: g(A) = I iff A f F).) It is said to be trivid if there is an x EX 
with p({x)) = 1 (i.e., iff the ultrafilter is trivial). 
1.7. In proofs of algebraicity of concrete categories, the fotlowing additional condi- 
tion on set theory often plays a role (an essential one, as wr shall show in this paper): 
04 ) There is a cardirzal (1 such that every a-a&iiiJive meffsuw is trivial. 
Throughout this paper, the attribute “algebraic” is assigned only to those categories 
the algcbraicity of which can be proved without using (M j. 
1.8. Defiiition. Let F : K + L be a functor, .I a set, (w,Iik, a (labelled) family of ob- 
jects of I,. The category K(F, (Uj)ie,) is detined as follows: The objects are pairs 
(x, (ri)ig,). where x is an object of A’, the ri are sets of morphisms from ai into 
I;‘(X). The morphisms from (x. (ri)J) into v, (Si),) are triples ((ri)J,(Si)J, fi, where 
f: x 4-y is a morphism of K such that F(J)*a E Si for every i EJ and u E rip The 
morphisms are composed in the obvious way. For F the identity functor of K, 
K(I;: (ai)J) is denoted simply by K(aj),. 
1.9. Lemma. fiw evecv faithful F there is a fulI embedding K(.u~)J 4 K(F, (F(ai))J). 
where u E ri iff there is a b E ri with u = F’Ib), 
G((Iri)J* (Si)J* .0) = (cFiIJ* rSjIJ, f). 
Then G is obviously faithful. On the other hand, let u E ri, ([ii’),+ @‘i),, fI be a mor- 
phism ofK(F, (F(ui))J). 
We have F(a) ET-~ and hence F(Ju) = Jib) with b f Si- Since F is faithful, it is 
fi = b E si, Thus (fri)Jp (Si),, f) is a morphism Of K(Ui)J- 
1.10. Lemma. Let there be a full embedding. I;:# + L. Then there is u full embe& 
ing G: K(uij, + L(F(ai)),. 
Roof. It suffices to put 
C((X* (ri), )) = (F(X), Pi),)* 
where ii = {F(U) : a E ri), and G(i(ri)J, (si)J. 1)) = (@i)J, (si)Jp Fcf)). 
1.11. Theorem. Let K be algebraic. Theu every K(ui), is. 
.Proof. By 13 j, there IS a full embedding of K into K. the category of oriented graphs. 
‘Citrus by Lemmas 1 .I0 and 1.9 there is a full embedding of K(a, )J into R( U. ( &‘/-$I~)!,). 
where 1! is the natural forgetful functor of R. The last category is, however. equiv- 
dent to R(A), the category of relational systems of a suitable type A. and hence al- 
gebraic, again by 13 j. 
2. F-measures 
2.1. Definition. Let F be a contravariant set functor, and 41 an infinttc cardinal. A 
mapping ~1 : F&l’) -+ F( I ) is called an 11 -u~~~tir~ F-measure on a set X if for every 
mapping a:A --+ F(X) with card A d tr there is a mapping ,t : i -+ A’ such that 
F(t) *a=p *u. It iscalled a triviaitneasure iff there isa E : I -Xwithp =F(o. 
2.2. Convention. g t is the mapping I 4 X with t _T(O) = -r. 
2.3. Lemma. The mapping ~1 : P-i X) -* 2 = P-t 1 ) is u (mm-trivial) II ffddirive 
P--measure if and on& ifir is u frrc~rt-trivial) it-&&rive two-valued measure. 
Proof. If it is an (1 -addttivc measure and if a : A -P’(X) is a mapping with 
card A G ~1. put 
By the additivity, p(B) = I, and hence there exists an x f: B. Obviously. cc -a 
= P-(f ;, 0 Q. 
On the other hand, let p be an a-additive P-measure. Put F = (M C X : p(M)= I 
We see that for AI E F and M C N we have 1% f F (using a : 2 + Y’( X) defined by 
o(O)=M,a(l)=N), that forMUNG FeitherME Fo~NE F(ushga: 3 -+I’-(X) 
defined by a(O) = M, a( I ) = N, a(2) = M U Iv). that 0 tf F and X C F (usmg P, a’: 
I -+ P(X) defined by u(O) = 8. a’(O) = X), and that for A C F, card A d , wu have 
fIA E F(usinga : A u (A) *PI(Xjdefined by o(M)=M tkr ME A,a(A)=iIA,. 
Thus F is an ultrafilter closed under intersections of cc elements. 
2.4. Notation. Let F be a contravariant set functor, N E F(X), u E F( I ). Put 
M(u, u) = {x E x : N&f,(U) = u’i. 
2.5. Lemma. Let p be an [I -udditive nteusure on X, card F( I ) < J . Thvn jilr every 
u f F(X) them is ~actl& cm u E F( 1) swh rhut p(M(u, u)) = I. 
3. The dual of Set 99 
Proof. M,, = {M(u, u) : u E F( I)) is a disjoint covering ofX, card M,, G a . Since 
#X) = 1, the statement follows. 
2.6. Lemma. Let Fbe foitttfd. Then for evtyy x E X there is a u E F(X) with 
M(u. F(E f) (10) = tx). 
Roof. Since F is faithful, there is a u E F(Z) with F(t 6) (u) + F(c :) (u). Define 
f:X~~bynx)=l.n~)=Ofor_~l#x.Putu=F~(u).Foryfxwehave 
@(N= &!- l +O= It’(c i)(u) +F(f f)(u)= 4&4. 
2.7. Theorem. Let F be a faithful cuntmvariant set functnr, p : P/X) + 2 a non- 
trivial ti -additive two-valued measure If-card F( I ) G n, then there?xists anon- 
trivial il -additive F-meusure on X. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, we can define u : F[X) -+ F( I ) putting 
u(U) = u iff &V(U, u,) = 1. 
l.er card A Q Q , iet a : A -+ F(X) be a mapping. Define b : A X F( I ) -*P-(X) by 
b(i, u) = M(a(i), u). By Lemma 2.3 there is an x E X such that cc l b = P-(g f) 0 b. 
Thus &pl(a(i), u)) = 1 iff x E M(a(i). u), hence c@(i)) = u iff r{$ fi, (a(i)) =‘u, so 
that Y *a = F([ t) ‘a. 
Let w he trivial, i.e., u = F([ $) for an x E X. By Lemma 1.6, there is a u f I*‘(X) 
with M(tr. F([ :) {u)) = {x) and we obtain I) = ~(N(zt. U(U))) = I, so that Ao 
p would be trivial. 
3. The dual of Set 
3. I. Theorem. Urufer non(M), Set eP is not algebraic. 
Proof. Let SeW be algebraic. By [3]. there is a full embedding F : SePP +H. Put 
G = U l F, where U is the natural forgetful functor of R. For convenience, repre- 
sent binary relations on X as sets of mappings 2 + X. 
By non(M) and Theorem 2.7, there is a non-trivial cl-additive G-measure ( ii infi- 
nite)p : G(X)+G(l). We have F(X)=(G(X),r), F(l)=(G(I),s), wherer. sare bi- 
nary relations. Since u is not of the form (T(t) and since F is full. there is an a E r 
suchthatveaes. Butthereisaf: I + X such that u l a = G(t) * a. Since G(r) 
preserves the relations, WC have v l a E s, which is a contradiction. 
3.2. Corolhuy. Under non(M), the category of complete Botrlcan algebras and corn- 
plete homomorphisms is not algebraic. 
Proof. It contarb:q Set’“P as a full subcategory. 
4. Topological categories 
4.1. Lemma. Tkrv is a fill embeddirg of’Set“‘p into CompJ 1, 2, 3). 
Proof (see 1.2 and I.5 ). For a set X det‘ifie 
s&V) = {a : 1 -, P(X) : a(O) = 8). 
“1 (X) = {a : ? -, f(X) : u(0) = X \n( I ,I. 
s:(X) = {a : 3 -c P(X) : a(Z) =a@) OafI I). 
snd put 
E.‘(X) = V(X). (S&X))& 3 I. 
Obviously. this defines a faithful functor F : SM’ -* Compo( I, 2. 3). ‘#e shall show 
that it is full. . 
Let ((s$ Q),. (s;(X)),. g) : F( Vj -+ F(X) be a morphism. T’husg is a coknuous 
mapping preserving $9. the intersection and the complement. We see easily tha; it. 
hence, preserves the union and the inclusion. and thatfi Y) = X. Thus if F is an ui+ra- 
filter on X, rhen g-I(F) is an ultrafilter on Y. 
The trivial ultrafilters F C P-(X) are both open and closed in P-(X). On the other 
hand. lt’arr ultrafilter F is closed. it IS trivial. In fact, since F dues not contain Ib, it IS 
covered by the family of ail trivial ultrafilters on X. Since F is compact, there are 
xl . ..a, _rtt E X such that 
Fc ;{A :.x+4 CX). 
i= 1 
If {Xi) @ F for every i, WC have, however, X \ {Xi) E F and hence 
n(x\(x&= x\{x, 1 . ..( ~,,)EF\,G~{A :xiEACX)+ 
which is a cr.,ntradiction. ‘Thus, for every x E X there is an j(x) E Y such that 
g-1 ((A :xEP cxx)j=1’B:~~xjE~c Y). 
ThusR(B) 3x tffflx)E B, i.e. _Y Efl(B). Hence. fina1ly.g =P-v). 
4.2. Theorem. b’uder non( M )+ Compo is not aigebrak. Cmseyuunt~r~, Cornp is rtot 
algebraic. 
Proof. This follows by Theorems 1. I 1 and 3. I and Lemma 4.1. 
4.3. Remark. In fact, in Lemma 4.1 we have constructed a full embedding of ScW 
into the category of compact Boolean algebras and their continuous homomorph- 
isms. Thus this category is also non-algebraic. 
4.4. Corollary. Uiior non(M), rhe categories of 
topdogid spwes and cuntinuous mappings. 
topdogiea/ spaces and closed wrttim~ous mappings, 
uniform spaces and umfiormiy continuous mappings, 
ore rtc Jt algebraic. 
Proof. They contain Comp as a full subcategory. 
5. The category of compact abelian groups. 
In this sectlon we shall show that under non(M), CAC is not algebraic. Thus an 
example of a non.algebraic abelian category will be given, since CAG. being iso- 
morphic to AGOD, is abelian. 
5.1. Notation. Denote by F : Set + AC the free fmctor, by D : AC --t CAG the 
Pontrjagin duality (see [6. chapter VI] ). by A the csmpact group OF(l). 
If there is no danger of confusion, the t%ments of F(X) ~41 be represented as 
formal sums Sk, 0.x with integers k,, the element 1 l x will be identified with x, so 
that X IS embedded into F(X) as a basis. F( 1) wili he identified with the additive 
group of integers. 
5.2. Lemma. Tltere is u f&l1 embeddirtg of SeW into CAG(A. A ). 
Proof. For a set X, define the sets H&X). i =; 0, 1, of continuous homomorphisms 
A + W(X) as follows: 
R[)(X) = (D(a) : a:/;‘(X) 4 F( 1) such that for every x EX either a(x) = 0 
or a(x) = I). 
and 
R,(X) = iD(b,)), 
where b,r : F‘(X) - F( 1) sends Z:k, l x to Ck, . 
Define G’ : Set”P + CAG(A. A) as follows 
C(X) = (DF(X)* (R,(X))& 2 )1 
W-) = ((R,{X))2 1 (R,( Y))~e DW) for f: Y+X. 
It is easy to check that G is a faithful functor. Now let (@$X1)2, (Rid YI). a) be 
a morphism of CAC(A, A ). Since g : W(X) -+ DF( Y) is a continuous homc~morph- 
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